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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After this session, participants will be able to:

•Keep focus on the right questions
•Make better decisions by generating better 
options



Leaders have a role in helping 
groups adapt well to change.

Hallmarks of Adaptive Change

• Multiple concurrent changes affecting each other 
in complex ways

• Changes look different depending on where you 
sit

• It is not super clear WHAT to do or HOW to do it
• Feel pressure to do *something*



Heifetz, Grashow and Linsky. The 
Practice of Adaptive Leadership. 
HBR Press 2009



Leadership Levels

Kegan and Lahey, Immunity to Change

Level 1:

Belong
Align with others
Follow

Level 2:

Control
Direct others
Manage
Have an impact
Get results

Level 3:

Transform
See and use systems
Understand others
Change and use myself



Be “on the dance floor” and also “on the balcony”



Focus the 
group on 
the bigger 
question

How do we manage 
no-shows?

How do we support 
youth in achieving 
healthy autonomy? 



Stay connected to value(s): 
why you do the work, 
how (and for whom) you create value

Find your inner voice 
… that might just lead 
you toward what will 
really make a 
difference



Be crystal clear about the 
role of your group / individuals.



Articulate that role across 
your sphere of influence.



Where do you see yourself and others being adaptive? 
What does that look like? How is it working/feeling?

Where else might you use adaptive approaches? What 
might that look like? What reservations do you have? 
How might you address those?

BREAKOUT Discussion



Where do you see yourself and others being 
adaptive? What does that look like? How is it 
working/feeling?

Where else might you use adaptive approaches? 
What might that look like? What reservations do 
you have? How might you address those?

Full Group Debrief



Even in a crisis, we do have time to think… 
manage the anxiety to improve problem-solving



THANK YOU!

Steve Orton Sorton@email.unc.edu

https://mchwdc.unc.edu/

mailto:Sorton@email.unc.edu
https://mchwdc.unc.edu/




Conversational Capacity: 
Finding the sweet spot in difficult conversations

Steve Orton

With thanks to Ki’Yonna Jones, MHA,MBA

Change Management and Adaptive Leadership Core



Learning Objectives

•Manage triggers that arise in difficult situations
• Increase positive engagements in personal and work 

conversations
• Describe specific communication strategies for conversations 

that increase engagement and decrease unproductive 
behaviors



Communication 



Communication as a 
Change Strategy 

Foster environments for learning by:

• Raising critical questions that challenge current operating 
assumptions

• Facilitating and engaging in reflection and generative 
conversations

• Finding new connections with others’ perspectives and assets

• Framing the opportunity



The Sweet Spot

Open, Balanced, Non-Defensive

Combines CANDOR with CURIOSITY



Minimize 
• State position as fact
• Dismiss/discount alternative views
• Solicit support
• Use hyperbole
• Pontificate
• Interrupt
• Don’t inquire into alternative views
• Ask dismissive questions

WIN 
• Cover up views, ideas or info

• Unilaterally control the situation to 
keep it safe

• Water down or sugarcoat the issue

• Prematurely withdraw
• Ask leading questions
• Avoid the issue/change the subject
• Use email to voice concerns

To Win or Minimize, that is the 
question..



WIN
• “I want to be  a team player”
• “I need to preserve this 

relationship”
• “I want to avoid conflict”
• “ I want to be nice”

MINIMIZE

• “I need to be right”
• “I need my idea to win”
• “I want others to yield”

Thought behind the behavior 



1. When do I minimize, shut down, or retreat?

2. When do I dig in, double down, try to “win”?

What does this LOOK like?
How does that affect the conversation?

Reflect and Discuss  



• Personal issue
• How important the issue is 
• Status or Expertise
• Behaviors of others
• Personality 
• Perceived risk of speaking up (or not)
• Culture 

What are YOUR triggers?

What triggers us to leave the 
Sweet Spot?





Candor & Curiosity

YOUR VIEW

MY VIEW
Advocate my 

positi
on cle

arly & 

succi
nctly

Test m
y view. Seek 

what’s missing. 

Encourage dissent. 
Explain m

y thinking, 

with data & 

interpretationsInquire into  others’ 

views. Explore their 

thinking.

Ca
nd
or

Cu
rio
sit
y



Candor & Curiosity

YOUR VIEW

MY VIEW
Advocate my 

positi
on cle

arly & 

succi
nctly

Test m
y view. Seek 

what’s missing. 

Encourage dissent. 
Explain m

y thinking, 

with data & 

interpretationsInquire into  others’ 

views. Explore their 

thinking.

What leads me to think this is Y.
I came to this conclusion after 
seeing Y.

I’m intrigued by the 
way you see this; can 
you give me an 
example?

Help me see this 
through your lens.

I think we should do X.

I believe that X is the best 
choice at this time.

What might I be missing?
Push back on me here, what do 
you think?
I’ve said what I think; now I’m 
interested in what others think, 
especially those who see it 
differently.



Difficult but not 
important 

Difficult and 
important 

Not difficult and not 
important 

Not difficult but 
important 

Difficulty vs. 
Importance

When to apply this skillset 

Difficulty 

Importance



Let’s Practice 
Candor & Curiosity

YOUR VIEW

MY VIEW
Advocate my 

positio
n clearly

 & 

succinctly

Test my view. Seek 

what’s missing. 

Encourage dissent. 

Explain m
y 

thinking, with data & 

interpretationsInquire into  others’ 

views. Explore their 

thinking.

What leads me to think this is Y.
I came to this conclusion after 
seeing Y.

I’m intrigued by the 
way you see this; can 
you give me an 
example?

Help me see this 
through your lens.

I think we should do X.

I believe that X is the best 
choice at this time.

What might I be missing?
Push back on me here, what 
do you think?
I’ve said what I think; now I’m 
interested in what others 
think, especially those who see 
it differently.



Practical Steps: Personal 

Trigger 
Journal 

Teach to loved 
ones 

Role play 
important 

conversations

Give Notice to 
others 

Mindfulness 
practice 



Practical Steps: Teamwork 

Decision 
Making 

Phone a 
friend 

Appoint a 
monitor 

Visual 
Reminders 





Reference 

Weber, C. (2013). Conversational capacity: The secret to building successful 
teams that perform when the pressure is on. New York: McGraw-Hill.



Drawing Out Our Mental Models: 
A Systems Thinking and 

Communication Tool

Jimmy Dills



• Identify key variables that influence trends over 
time
•Develop a Causal Loop Diagram representing a 

shared vision of a challenge
• Learn a tool for eliciting stakeholder’s diverse 

mental models and moving toward shared 
understanding

Learning Objectives



What is a

“System?”



a collection of parts that interact with each 
other to form an interdependent whole 

A System is



• A set of interconnected components
• With a definable boundary
• That interact
• And produce a set of outcomes
• By accepting inputs, collectively, and producing outputs
• Through a transformation process

A System is…



• No matter what your challenge is, it is affected by a system of 
interconnected elements 

A Systems Perspective

Photo source: http://sagarkitchenware.in/services.php

http://sagarkitchenware.in/services.php


• In our work, we rarely create something new, but 
rather change something about the system so it 
produces better outcomes.

A Systems Perspective

Photo source: http://failblog.cheezburger.com/thereifixedit/tag/hall-of-fame/page/8

http://failblog.cheezburger.com/thereifixedit/tag/hall-of-fame/page/8


• We want to expand the way you see “the system” affecting 
your focal challenge, starting with learning how to “scope” your 
frame appropriately over time.

A Systems Perspective



Complex Systems as Icebergs     



Events

What happened?
• Headlines in a 

newspaper
• Urgent emails
• Fires to put out

The Iceberg     



Events

Patterns of Behavior

What’s been happening?
• Past behavior over time
• Anticipated future 

behavior
• By race? By geography? 

By…

The Iceberg     



Events

Patterns of Behavior

Systemic Structures
What structures generate
the patterns of behavior?
• Roles and responsibilities
• Rules, norms, policies, 

incentives
• Relationships between the parts
• Dynamics reinforcing/resisting

change

The Iceberg     



Events

Patterns of Behavior

Systemic Structures

Mental Models

What drives individuals’ 
actions?
• Vary based on experience, 

training
• Our simplified rules about how 

the world works
• Reflect norms, biases, gaps in 

experience

The Iceberg     



Detail Complexity

Used with permission of Cristin Lind, durgastoolbox.com. 
For more information on care mapping, visit http://www.childrenshospital.org/care-coordination-curriculum/care-mapping

https://exchange.uky.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=YwF3MMP9ekq2rM68dmOuCwkv_uNvVNEI2OIAQ3fJeFQ0B9GTHoZtQFeOzDbc7D2CFOTPTxGjjZM.&URL=http://durgastoolbox.com
https://exchange.uky.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=YwF3MMP9ekq2rM68dmOuCwkv_uNvVNEI2OIAQ3fJeFQ0B9GTHoZtQFeOzDbc7D2CFOTPTxGjjZM.&URL=http://www.childrenshospital.org/care-coordination-curriculum/care-mapping


Features :
• Things change over time

• Lag time between cause and effect

•Nonlinear relationships

• Feedback loops

Dynamic Complexity 



•Tapping into your and others’ mental models,
•Seeking to “see” wholes, and 
•Developing and testing models – qualitative or 
quantitative – representing critical components 
of the system that determine outcomes 

Using Systems Thinking



What are mental models?



Different Perspectives on the Same Thing



Why should we share our mental 
models?



Activity Defining the 
Challenge + Variable 
Brainstorming



Example: Student grades
• What can cause student grades to go up or down?
• What can cause change in those causes? 
• What consequences can happen if student grades change?

Focal Variable, Causes, 
Consequences





Focal Variable, Causes, Consequences

Pause Point: What is your 
group’s focal variable?

Next step: individually brainstorm causes and consequences



Activity Integrating Your 
Mental Models



Tool for sharing mental models: 
Causal loop diagrams (CLDs)



Example: Student grades
• What can cause student grades to go up or down?
• What can cause change in those causes? Add it!
• What consequences can happen if student grades change?
• Pause, look for themes and organize them in your diagram
• Label the connections in your diagram
• Important!  Label whether an increase or decrease in a cause leads to an 

increase or decrease in the resulting variable (s=same; o=opposite)

• Is there any feedback or connection between variables?

Focal Variable, Causes, 
Consequences, and Connections 





Your 
turn!



Directions:

1. Put the focal variable in the middle of a large sheet of flip chart paper

2. Give each team member a turn to add 2 of their variables

3. Repeat until all team members have added variables they think are most 
important when building a picture of their challenge

4. Pause to group similar variables together.  Create a new post-it note that has the 
theme of similar variables written on it, and use that theme post-it note in your 
diagram

5. Draw connections between variables
• Label with “same” or “opposite” to indicate whether a change in

one variable will lead to a change to the other variable in the same
or opposite direction

Activity #2 – Integrating Your 
Mental Models



1. Name the variable: a variable is something that can vary over time 
and go up or down (i.e. is measurable)

Ex: if you want to add a variable around transportation – you will need work on the wording to 
determine what part of transportation varies over time that you are interested in. This could be added 
as “access to transportation” or “% of community with reliable transportation”, for example.

2. Draw the arrows: arrows show that one variable affects the other
S = same direction relationship (an increase in one variable = an increase in the 
other variable or a decrease in one = a decrease in the other)
O = opposite direction relationship (an increase in one variable = a decrease in the 
other variable or vice versa)

CLD cheat sheet



3. Look for feedback loops: feedback loops occur “when the effects 
become causes”
Types of feedback loops:

• R = Reinforcing loop, causing a trend to continue  - so it continues to go up and up and 
up or down and down and down

• B= Balancing loop, including one or more links that counter a trend – so levels of 
variables fluctuate, but are basically stable over time

CLD cheat sheet, continued



• Not all targets for action are equivalent
• Rather than targeting a variable connected by a single arrow….
• … can we change a feedback loop?
• … can we change a rule in the system?
• … can we change the goals of the system?

Levels of leverage

Pause Point: What leverage 
points exist in your diagram?



“I really enjoyed learning about CLD and have found them useful. I 
think they save a lot of time by thinking through potential pit falls 
before getting knee deep into a project. We did share our diagram 
with our State Team as we sought to explain our project and share 
some of the great resources we learned about while in North Carolina 
. . . It offered opportunity to hear from more people on the team.”

- Member of Team Wisconsin   

From the Field



• You will find some trainings on the MCH Navigator: 
• https://www.mchnavigator.org/transformation/systems-

integration.php

• We have facilitation guides and videos – contact the 
SI core to discuss your needs (klich@unc.edu)

• The Systems Thinking Website has lots of wonderful 
resources

• https://thesystemsthinker.com/

• Causal loop diagramming articles and guides
• https://thesystemsthinker.com/pocket-guide-

guidelines-for-drawing-causal-loop-diagrams/

• Hovmand’s Community-based System Dynamics 
book 

• Scripts for conducting Group Model Building

• https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Scriptapedia

• Donella Meadow’s Thinking in Systems book is a 
great primer on systems thinking

• Water’s Foundation has lots of systems thinking 
capacity building activities, especially for K-12 
students but many work for adults too
• https://www.watersfoundation.org/

Additional Resources

https://www.mchnavigator.org/transformation/systems-integration.php
mailto:klich@unc.edu
https://thesystemsthinker.com/pocket-guide-guidelines-for-drawing-causal-loop-diagrams/
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Scriptapedia




Looking Ahead…

•Understand what evidence-based decision 
making (EBDM) is and how is applicable to 
everyday work

•Advancement of team planning

•Quality Improvement

•Mutual Learning Teams

•Pulling it all together

•Where do we go from here



Using System Support Mapping 
to Build Connections and 
Strengthen MCH Systems

Jimmy Dills
Source: System support mapping was developed by the National MCH Workforce Development Center at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. Used by permission. Contact Kristen Hassmiller Lich for more information (klich@unc.edu).



Learning Objectives

• Introduce a systems thinking tool to help clarify 
roles in a system
• Build a System Support Map to communicate 

your experience with an MCH system
• Develop peer learning and connection through 

sharing of maps



• An individual-level diagram of roles, responsibilities, 
needs, resources, and wishes
• Together SSMs illustrate existing capacity and 

relationships in a given system

What is a system support map?



•Better understand an individual within a system 
and how they can be better supported
• Identify areas for improvement
• Identify gaps and reduce duplication
•Build stronger systems and organizations

What are the benefits of SSM?



•When systems are large, fragmented
•When many stakeholders contribute to outcomes 

within a system
•When a group wants to understand the roles or 

contributions of several partners in a complex or 
dynamic system
•When we want to hear the voice or perspective of the 

‘end-user’

When is SSM useful?



Think about the system you want to map
Examples: 

• Statewide developmental screening programs

• MCH / CYSHCN family and youth engagement efforts

• Title V communication and dissemination work

• Doula or breastfeeding support systems

• COVID-19 response

• Maternal/women’s health

• Children’s health/CYSHCN
• Data-driven improvement work in MCH

What to do before we begin?



Think about your role in that system
Examples: 

• Data manager for the developmental screening system

• Supervisor for a specific division/department

• Coordinator for CYSHCN program

• Liaison to youth advisory committee

• Family or community member/the voice of lived experience for …

• Therapist for ….

• Etc.

What to do before we begin?





SSM Example



As a group:
• Decide your specific system of focus

Individually:
• Define your role (not necessarily job title!)
• Put in 4 top responsibilities
• Complete needs, resources and wishes for at least one responsibility
• Continue as time allows
• Consult the SSM handout for more detailed instructions if needed

Building your own SSM



Sharing your map

Questions to consider:
1. What similarities or differences do you see across 

maps?
2. How supported do you feel within the system? 

What do you need to feel more supported?
3. Who else might it be helpful to do this 

activity/have this conversation with? What seems 
appealing or confusing about this method?



• System Support Maps in 5 Minutes – Video from the National MCH Workforce 
Development Center: 
https://media.sph.unc.edu/adobe/mch_ole/Workforce_Development/system_support/

• Calancie, L., Margolis, L., Chall, S. A., Mullenix, A., Chaudhry, A., Hassmiller Lich, K. System 
Support Mapping: A Novel Systems Thinking Tool Applied to Assess the Needs of 
Maternal and Child Health Title V Professionals and Their Partners. J Public Health 
Manag Pract. (Feb 2019). [Selected excerpts on next slide]

• An in-depth discussion of the theory and methodology of System Support Mapping is 
available on Dr. Hassmiller Lich’s webpage: https://kristenlich.web.unc.edu/system-
support-mapping/

• Hassmiller Lich, K., Chall, S., Werthmeier, A., Collins, S., Jarvis, M., & Cilenti, D. (2015). 
AMCHP virtual training for family scholars: Documenting support systems with families 
of CYSHCN to inform individual and community level improvement efforts [PowerPoint 
slides]. https://slideplayer.com/slide/4503080/

SSM References & Resources

https://media.sph.unc.edu/adobe/mch_ole/Workforce_Development/system_support/
https://kristenlich.web.unc.edu/system-support-mapping/
https://slideplayer.com/slide/4503080/

